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Abstract
A biped robot, also known as a humanoid robot, is built to resemble the shape and perform
the actions of the human body. While functioning, a biped robot interacts with surrounding
human environments. Currently, various robots have been developed to resemble many parts
of the human body, such as the head or torso. This material focuses on the development of
one robotic leg. Research in humanoid robots will expand knowledge of the human body, while
producing greater understanding of the precise motions of the human gait. The field of research
in biped robots is very interesting, and creating something similar to that of the human body
is a challenging task. The concept of walking robots is motivating and interesting enough, to
perform research in the field.
There are two different robot designs, one for the simulation based purposes and the other
for real-time data collection. The simulations will be used to help understand the formulas
that were developed and researched, in order to control a biped robot. These methods include
the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters, Newton-Euler Recursion, Trajectory Generation, Center of
Mass and Zero Moment Point.
The second robot design, which provides real-time data collection, will be done on a single
five degree of freedom legged robot. This robot leg is equipped with a motor and encoder at each
joint that will be used to move and track its position. The foot has four force moment sensors
on the bottom of the foot that will be used to help balance the robot leg in the upright position.
Since its only a single legged robot, balance is its primary objective.
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Since the beginning of time man has always looked for an easier way to perform or carry out
a task. Robotics is just one of the many ideas that were created as a result of this motivation.
Research in robotics is still prevalent in todays age, possibly more now than ever before, even
with the amazing strides that have been made in the field.
There are many different purposes for the development of robots and humanoids. They can
be used to perform tasks that may be dangerous for humans or to work alongside with humans.
One workplace where robotics have been utilized for many years is the automotive industry.
Robots can perform jobs better than humans without the need to take breaks and lower error.
This may lead to the loss of certain jobs, but will create jobs for people who invent and create
more efficient robots.
1.2 Trajectory Generation
There are many different types of robots that are created and developed each and everyday.
The biped robot is a very highly researched area with new developments happening all the time.
One of the first recorded publications for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) in the field of walking robots was in 1977 [14]. This short paper discussed an approach
that applies the principles of Lagrangian dynamics to derive the equations of motion of locomo-
tion gaits, multivariable feedback to design locomotion controls and state-variable techniques to
analyze locomotion dynamics. One of the most simplified biped models was used in this paper.
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The robot had no knees and no feet and it was restricted to the sagittal plane. One of the goals
of this short paper was to design a walking gait that would be similar to a human walking speed
and stride length.
Many papers have been written and discussed for the generation of trajectory for biped
walking robots. Designing the robots gait is a very crucial step in the field of research of biped
robots. The trajectory generation must be designed so that all the joints of the bipeds legs move
in a human like walking fashion while it stays balanced and under control. Increased motion
and movement in the bipeds leg will occur, with an increased number of joints. This all can be
accompanied by the efficiency and energy consumption of the walking pattern that is designed.
Energy consumption can be simulated before the build process so you will know how much energy
will be used and if any changes need to be made to the design [25].
Many papers discuss experiments that have designed the robots gait through generating tra-
jectories for each joint. In paper [6], by Feng and Sun, a simple trajectory generation is used
for the design of the walking gait. Their design only needs three trajectory control parameters,
which are the length of a step, max height of swing foot and the stepping cycle. This paper
presents control in both the lateral and sagittal plane. The trajectory of the stance leg is gen-
erated by the ”Three Dimensional Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode” [6] and the swing leg by a
combination of sinusoid curves.
In [34], the paper aims to analyze the ground reaction force in terms of smooth transition.
The landing impact under the parametric change, for the frontal gait trajectory, is realized to
be the inverted pendulum model, with the parametric change in the proportional gain of the
PID controller. The paper focuses on the ground reaction force (GRF) and parametric effect
of controller gain, and the frontal plane trajectory on GRF, in addition to the gait trajectory
planning. A simulation is presented and the comparison of the parametric change is discussed.
Paper [33], presents a humanoid walking pattern generated by the ground reaction force
(GRF). By investigation ground reaction force can be obtained from the walking gait. A novel
method can be designed from these forces, to design humanoid zero moment point (ZMP) trajec-
tories and to mimic the human ZMP trajectories. A robot model is presented for the alternating
support leg, to smoothly avoid the contact impact. The proposed methods are verified by dy-
namic simulation, and a walking experiment on a real humanoid robot.
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In paper [9], a real-time walking pattern generation for humanoid robots using the linear
inverted pendulum model (LIPM) is discussed. The LIPM hs two drawbacks, such as instability
and non-minimum phase property. This paper proposes a new real-time approach to resolve
these issues, by combining a feedback and feedforward controller. The feedback controller will
employ pole placement to shift the poles of the LIPM, and improve system stability. The feed-
forward controller, will use advanced pole-zero cancellation to reduce the non-minimum phase
property. The efficiency is verified by walking pattern planning examples, and experiments with
a humanoid robot.
The control of a biped humanoid is challenging task due to the hard-to-stabilize dynamics.
Paper [5], proposes a reference generation algorithm, based on the LIPM and a moving support
foot ZMP references. The Fourier series approximation simplifies the solution, and generates a
smooth ZMP reference.
The development of a real-time motion generation method, that controls the center of gravity
(COG) by indirect manipulation of the ZMP is proposed in [27]. The real-time response will
provide humanoid robots with high-mobility. The algorithm is presented in four parts; referential
ZMP planning, ZMP manipulation, COG velocity decomposition to joint angles and local control
of joint angles. The paper proved its effectiveness by computer simulation.
1.3 Trajectory Tracking
Once the trajectory is generated, the next step would be to track, it to ensure the robot is
following it correctly and that it doesn’t get interrupted. There are a variety of controllers that
can be used, such as proportional derivative (PD) [22], proportional derivative integral (PID)
[23], fuzzy and computed torque[24] just to name a few. The controller will be in charge of
directly controlling the joint angles and using the error in a closed loop system.
Paper [28], presents a new methodology to solve the inverse dynamics of the humanoid robot.
The objective was to calculate the joint’s torque in order to have an optimal robot gait. The
inverse dynamics is separated into two parts the upper and lower joints. The distribution is
based on the reaction force calculation for each supported leg. With this process the optimal
robot gait is possible [28].
In paper [17], a design of a six-axis force sensor that measures the ground reaction force of
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human or humanoid robot is shown. The concept of the design uses parallel support mechanisms,
that allow large torques and forces when the foot hits the ground. The mechanism realizes high
impact tolerance for desired components of force. The design is light and thin, so it can fit
between the sole and ankle joints.
Another design for force sensors is presented in [2]. The design is used to measure the plantar
distributed normal forces and friction, during human walking. The results lead to an improved
ZMP calculation that is easily programmable. The new method has many advantages including;
light and novel structure, low coupling, easy for programming, less affection on normal walking,
suited for long-time and diverse terrain testing.
Paper [15], presents a method for measuring the ZMP throughout the whole walking phase.
The system uses a biped robot, that has a ZMP measurement system, using two universal force
moment sensors. The accuracy of the ZMP measurement system is experimentally confirmed
and the ZMP throughout the whole walking phase is measured.
1.4 System Stability and Balance Control
The robot must maintain system stability and balance control, without these the robot could
sway or fall off course. Different types of sensors and control schemes can be implemented to
prevent balance and stability failure from occurring. One type of sensor is the F orce Moment
Sensor that is placed on the bottom of the bipeds feet.
One type of force moment sensors is the force sensing resistor [4]. Force sensing resistors are
polymer thick film devices which show a decrease in their terminal resistance whenever there is
a increasing force applied to their surface. These force sensors can be used to determine where
the center of pressure is located on the foot.
Once the disturbance is located, there are a couple of different ways to tackle this problem.
The first is to move the leg joints in such a way that it will move the center of pressure of the
robot toward the center of the foot for better balance. The second method is more dynamic in
which you could accelerate forward to compensate for the unbalanced leg.
In paper [31], by Wei, discuss a criterion for balance recovery through analysis of initial phase
plane based on Capture Points, and give step-out strategy for push recovery. This paper will
be using the inverted pendulum mode including the angular moment. The step length and step
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amount are a crucial role in the balance recovery. Step-one-out strategy is presented for balance
recovery planning thats based on the analytical method.
Paper [20] discuss the foces acting on the center of pressure (COP) and ZMP. In the paper
the COP is defined as the ground-feet contact forces and the ZMP as the gravity plus inertia
forces. The ZMP and COP is proven to be related and control aspects are examined. A virtual
COP-ZMP is defined, allowing the robot to traverse on uneven terrain.
Paper [8], treats locomotion dynamics relative to planar motion, under the assumption that,
the leg masses can be ignored compared to the body mass. The biped will possess one rotational
degree of freedom (DOF), and two translational DOF, leading to a sixth-order nonlinear differ-
ential equations. The nonlinear equations will be linearized and feedback control laws are then
derived to produce a desirable, stable, forward motion.
1.5 Control System
In [30], the paper presents a control system thats energy-efficient. An energy-efficient sup-
port vector machine (EE-SVM) learning control system, considers the energy cost of each sample
from the bipeds dynamics. The energy cost of the biped walking are calculated, and then the
samples are weighted, with the inverse of the energy costs. Then the EE-SVM objective function
will follow the principle that, the sample with the lowest energy consumption will be treated as
the most important. This will highly increase the energy efficiency of the biped walking.
To have stable control of humanoid robots, ground contact forces should be controlled for
compensating the dynamic disturbances by unactuated body movement. The stability in the
sense of ZMP, guarantees secure contact during control, a necessary condition for stable motion.
Paper [18], proposes a method to control the GRF at the ZMP by, modifying the systems refer-
ence acceleration.
A method for the design of a dynamic biped machine is presented in [7]. A minimum energy
criteria is assumed. There is a conflict between the minimum energy design and the stability,
as shown in the paper. This will then lead to the discussion of a more stable, dynamic biped
machine. A new set of control laws are derived for the locomotion of the system. This whole
paper focuses on the control of the system without any external sensors. This type of application
would be perfect for prosthetics and orthotics.
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To reduce the complex walking dynamics of a biped, simple linear differential equations were
derived. Paper [12], uses a particular class of trajectories from an ideal biped model, where the
COG of the biped moves horizontally. The term “potential energy conserving orbit” is intro-
duced to describe this class of trajectories. Control laws were then formulated for walk initiation,
walk continuation, and walk termination.
Paper [1], proposes a indirect ZMP controller for biped robot systems. The ZMP information
consists of the position and acceleration of the COG, then the ZMP can be indirectly controlled
by the COG. The indirect controller is proposed to derive the desired motion of COG from the
reference ZMP and the COG error.
1.6 Biped Robots Today
There is a wide range of different robots all over the world today. They can be seen anywhere
from in the home to the workplace. People are now accustom to working along side robots and
depending on them for everyday things.
Building robots to resemble the human structure and that are modeled around their actions
will provide a better understanding of humans as a whole. If human structure can be mimicked
in robotics, those parts can then be used to replace human’s parts which are too injured to
heal. This is where robotic prosthetic limbs can be researched and developed. Some examples of
prosthetic limbs are: powered legs, ankle-foot orthosis and forearm prothesis.
Robots are being researched and developed to assist and perform tasks including helping the
sick and elderly or even dangerous jobs. Ordinary jobs like receptionist or automotive worker are
also great areas to implement robotic counterparts. As long as they are equipped with the right
tools, they can perform tasks from operating equipment to driving vehicles just like humans.
Robotics can also be seen today in the form of entertainment. One example is at Universal
Studious, a robot named Ursula is built to resemble a female that can sing, dance, play music
and speak. Several Disney attractions employ animated attractions for humans to be entertained
and amused by.
The increase in worldwide robotic research led to the 2013 DARPA robotics challenge, where
the top 16 humanoid robots competed for a 2 million US dollars cash prize. The wining team,
SCHAFT, was able to develop a humanoid robot that could drive a vehicle, travel over uneven
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terrain, climb a ladder, clear debris, close and open a door, cut a whole in a wall and operate a
valve and hose.
Figure 1.1: Winner of the 2013 DARPA Robotics Challenge, SCHAFT
1.6.1 ASIMO
One popular humanoid robot is ASIMO (Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility) by Honda.
This was the first humanoid robot to walk on its own. ASIMO was developed to be a multi-
functional mobile assistant when it was first introduced back in October 2000. Today you can see
ASIMO at many different electronic shows. Disneyland even has a fifteen minute show attributed
to it.
Development of humanoid robotics began in the 1980s at Honda. The goal of the company
was to create a robot that could adapt to human situations but also improve the way of life.
The first line of biped robots was the E0 series between 1986 and 1993. Then the development
of the P series was introduced in 1993 and continued until 1997. The P series was the first
self-regulating, humanoid robot with wireless communications.
The research in the P and E series lead to the development of ASIMO. Unlike P and E series,
ASIMO was the first to incorporate predicted movement control, for better joint flexibility and
a more smoother and human-like walking motion. ASIMO can perform tasks like running up
to 9km/hour and recognize objects, postures, gestures, its surrounding environment, sounds and
faces. All of these features allow ASIMO to interact with humans, while communicating occurs
in both English and Japanese.
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Figure 1.2: ASIMO
1.6.2 Google
After purchasing 7 new diverse robotics companies in one year, Google has begun to monop-
olize the industry, leading many to believe they will be the next great robotic giant. Google’s
research in robotics varies from bipeds to four legged robots and self driving cars. With research
in such diverse areas, possibilities of use are endless.
One example, a four legged robot called BigDog, is a quadrupedal robot designed to carry
luggage for soldiers in places where terrain is too difficult for vehicles. As seen in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: BigDog quadruped robot
1.6.3 Rethink Robotics
Rethink Robotics is a company that develops robotic machines that are used to assist hu-
mans in the workplace. The flagship product of the company is Baxter, the worlds first low
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cost industrial humanoid robot. Baxter increases worker productivity by doing tasks that never
have been automated before. This will improve the manufactures ability to compete with other
low-cost labor and reducing the need to send work offshore. This is one example of how robots
and humans can work together. You can see a picture of Baxter below in figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Baxter, the world first low-cost industrial humanoid robot
1.7 Goal of Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to perform the balance control of a five DOF robot leg. The use of
information obtained from class work and reading notable literature was used in the design and
building of a single leg robot with balance control. The thesis shows the simulations used to find
the COM, ZMP, Newton Euler Recursion and path trajectory. All important things to consider
when trying to understand the theories behind biped locomotion. An experiment is performed
on a five DOF robot leg. Several different tests were conducted using three different controllers,
P, PD and PID. Feedback from the force moment sensors mounted on the feet and the joint
encoders will be used to achieve this balance.
1.8 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized into 8 chapters
Chapter 1 introduces the topics that are associated with biped walking robots and the notable
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robots that have been designed.
Chapter 2 gives the reader brief theoretical background about terms and theories that will be
used throughout this thesis.
Chapter 3 discusses the robots kinematics and dynamics, regarding the shape and how the
modeling of the robot is determined. Determining the DH parameters for the structure of the
single leg structure.
Chapter 4 provides the details about the mechanical and electrical design on Prototype Two.
Chapter 5 explains the control system for the robot. This includes the control for the balance of
the leg.
Chapter 6 shows the simulations that were done in Simulink and an explanation of their results.
Chapter 7 examines the experimental results from the balancing robot prototype.
Chapter 8 summarizes the thesis and future work that can be done to improve the robot.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background of a Biped
Robot
2.1 Joint Kinematics
The links that compose a mechanism, in this case a robot manipulator, are assumed to be
perfectly rigid bodies having a surface that’s geometrically perfect in both position and shape.
These rigid bodies are then connected together at joints that are in ideal contact with each other
without any clearance between them. These two surfaces geometric shape will then determine
the freedom of motion between these two links, or the joint kinematics.
A kinematic joint is a connection between two bodies that constrain their relative motion.
Two bodies that are in contact with each other create a simple kinematic joint. There are two
different types of kinematic joints, lower pair joints and higher pair joints.
2.1.1 Lower Pair Joints
Lower pair joints are more favorable because wear will be spread over the whole surface and
lubrication is trapped in the small clearance space. There are 6 possible forms of lower pair
joints: revolute, prismatic, helical, cylindrical, spherical and planar joints. For this paper only
revolute joints will be used and demonstrated.
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2.1.2 Revolute Joints
Just as the name implies, a revolute joint is two links that are connected together and moves
in revolution. One of the links will stay stationary as the other one can move, so the angle
between them will be changing, as seen from figure 2.1. Theta (θ) is the changing variable that
represents the degree in which the link has changed. Thus a revolute joint has only one degree








Where jiR is the transformation from the Plucker coordinate system i to Plucker coordinate
system j for spacial velocities.
Figure 2.1: Revolute joint
Figure 2.2: Revolute symbol
2.2 Description of an Orientation
As you can see from figure 2.3 the body frame {B} is rigidly attached to the object. Frame
{B} can be described as the orientation of frame {B} with respect to {A}.
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Figure 2.3: Body frame B with fixed frame A





































The components of each vector are the projection of each vector on the unit direction of the






















Equation (2.5) is the projection of frame {B} onto {A} in each of the X in (2.2), Y in (2.3)
and Z in (2.4) axis. The rotation matrix contains nine elements, while only three parameters are
required to define the orientation of a body in space.
A
BR is the rotation matrix that transforms a vector expressed in coordinate frame {B} to
a vector expressed in coordinate frame {A}. It provides a representation of the orientation of
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frame {B} relative to frame {A} and thus, can be a representation of rotation from frame {B}
to frame {A}.
2.3 Rotation Matrices
The following three figures are basic rotations by an angle θ about the X, Y and Z axis, in
three dimensions, using the right hand rule.
Figure 2.4: Rotation about Z-
axis
Figure 2.5: Rotation about Y-
axis
Figure 2.6: Rotation about X-
axis
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2.4 Center of Mass
Every system at every instant in time, has a unique location in space that is the average
position of the system’s mass. This place is called the center of mass, which is referred to as
COM. As described in physics, COM is the distribution of mass in space and the unique point
where the weighted relative position, of the distributed mass, sums up to zero. The distribution
of the mass is balanced around this center point.
The COM is a useful reference point that involve calculations in mechanics with mass dis-
tributed in space, such as rigid body dynamics. The frame of the center of mass is an inertial
frame in which the COM of the system is at rest with respect to the origin of the coordinate
system.












Figure 2.7: Different shapes and objects with varying COM
As you can see from the above figure 2.7, all types of shapes and objects have a vary-
ing COM. The example that is closest to a biped robot would be the person. When de-
signing a humanoid robot, the COM should be around the same spot as a human being.
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2.5 Denavit-Hartenberg Theory
One commonly used convention for selecting frames of reference in robotic applications is the
Denavit-Hartenberg, or D-H, convention. The D-H convention employs each homogeneous trans-
formation (Ai) represented as a product of four basic transformations. Consider frame {i− 1},
{xi−1, yi−1, zi−1} and frame {i}, {xi, yi, zi}. If xi is perpendicular to zi−1 and xi intersects zi−1
then there exists unique parameters θi, ai, di and αi such that the homogeneous transformation
from {i− 1} to {i} is described by A = RZ(θi)TZ(di)TX(ai)RX(αi). As seen in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: D-H from frame {i} to frame {i− 1}




cosθi −sinθi 0 0
sinθi cosθi 0 0
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0 0 0 1
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∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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0 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0 0 0
0 cosαi −sinαi 0
0 sinαi cosαi 0




cosθi −sinθicosαi sinθisinαi aicosθi
sinθi cosθicosαi −cosθisinαi aisinθi
0 sinαi cosαi di
0 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.10)
Ai is the homogeneous transformation from frame {i− 1} to frame i. The four parameters
θi, ai, di and αi are associated with link i and joint i. The four parameters are generally given
the following names: angle, length, twist and offset respectively. For a revolute joint θi is the
variable and ai, di and αi are the constants. For a prismatic joint di is the variable and ai, θi
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and αi are the constants.
link ai di αi θi
1 a1 d1 α1 θ1 ← A1
2 a2 d2 α2 θ2 ← A2
3 a3 d3 α3 θ3 ← A3
Table 2.1: D-H table
The following nine steps are used to draw and fill out the D-H table as seen from Table 2.1.
Step 1: Locate and label the joint axes z0, ..., zn−1
Step 2: Establish the base frame. Set the origin on the z0 axis. The x0 and y0 axes are chosen
conveniently to form a right-hand frame. For i = 1, ... n− 1, perform steps 3 to 5.
Step 3: Locate the origin oi where the common normal to zi and zi−1 intersects zi. If zi in-
tersects zi−1 locate oi at this intersection. If zi and zi−1 are parallel, locate oi at joint i.
Step 4: Establish xi along the common normal between zi−1 and zi through oi or in the di-
rection normal to the zi−1 − z1 plane if zi−1 and zi intersect.
Step 5: Establish yi to complete a right-hand frame.
Step 6: Establish the end effector frame onxnynzn.
Step 7: Create a table of link parameters like table 2.1
ai= distance along xi from oi to the intersection of the xi and zi−1 axes.
di= distance along zi−1 from oi−1 to the intersection of the xi and zi − 1 axes. di is a
variable if joint i is prismatic.
αi= the angle between zi−1 and zi measured about xi.
θi= the angle between xi−1 and xi measured about zi−1. θi is variable if joint i is revolute.
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Step 8: Form the homogeneous transformation matrices Ai by substituting the above parameters
into equation (2.10)
Step 9: Form i−1n T = Ai...An. This then gives the position and orientation of the tool frame
expressed in base coordinates.
Figure 2.9: If Zi−1 and Zi intersect
2.6 Newton-Euler Formulation
The Newton-Euler formulation is done by treating each link separately, and writing down the
equations describing its linear motion and angular motion. Each link is coupled to other links so
each equation will contain coupling forces and torques that appear in the neighboring equations.
By doing a so-called forward-backward recursion, we are able to determine all of these coupling
terms and eventually arrive at a description of the manipulator as a whole.
There are two different aspects between which we must distinguish. First, interest in the closed-
form equations that describe the time evolution of the generalized coordinates. Second, knowing
what generalized forces and torques need to be applied in order to realize a particular time evo-
lution of the generalized coordinates. In the second aspect we only want to know what time
dependent function τ (torque) produces a particular trajectory q.
The three facts of the Newtonian mechanics are as follows:
1. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction. Thus if body one applies a force f and
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torque τ to body two, then body two applies a force of -f and a torque of −τ to body one.
2. The rate of change of the linear momentum equals the total force applied to the body.
3. The rate of change of the angular momentum equals the total torque applied to the body.
Now we can derive the Newton-Euler formulation of the equations of motion for an n-link manip-
ulator. Choose frames 0,...,n, where frame 0 is an inertial frame, and frame i is rigidly attached
to link i. The first set of vectors pertain to the velocities and accelerations of various parts of a
manipulator.
~ac,i = the acceleration of the center of mass of link i . (2.11)
~ae,i = the acceleration of the end of link i . (2.12)
~ωi = the angular velocity of frame i with respect to frame 0. (2.13)
~αi = the angular acceleration of frame i with repect to frame 0. (2.14)
The next several vectors pertain to forces and torques:
~gi = the acceleration due to gravity (expressed in frame i). (2.15)
~fi = the force exherted by link i -1 on link i . (2.16)
~τi = the torque exherted by link i -1 on link i . (2.17)
i+1
i R = the rotation matrix from frame i+1 to frame i . (2.18)
The final set of vectors pertain to the physical features of the manipulator. Note that each of
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the following vectors is constant as a function of q. So no matter what the configuration of the
manipulator is, these will stay the same.
mi = the mass of link i. (2.19)
Ii = the inertia matrix of link i. (2.20)
~ri,ci = the vector from joint i to the center of mass of link i. (2.21)
~ri+1,ci = the vector from joint i+1 to the center of mass of link i. (2.22)
~ri,i+1 = the vector from joint i to joint i+1. (2.23)
Now consider the free body diagram from figure 2.10. This shows the link i together with
all the forces and torques acting on it. fi is the force applied by link i − 1 to link i. Then
from the law of action and reaction, link i + 1 applies a force of −fi+1 to link i but this vector
needs to be expressed in frame i. So it gets multiplied by the rotation matrix i+1i R. A similar ex-
planation is formed with the implementation of torques. The force migi is the gravitational force.
Figure 2.10: Moments and forces on link i
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The heart of the Newton-Euler formulation consists of finding the vectors f1, ..., fn and τ1,
..., τncorresponding to a given set of vectors q, q̇, q̈. So we will be finding the forces and toques
in the manipulator that correspond to a given set of generalized coordinates and their first two
derivatives.
fi = i+1i Rfi+1 +miac,i −migi (2.24)
τi = i+1i Rτi+1 − fi × ri,ci + (i+1i Rfi+1)× ri+1,ci + αi + ωi × (Iiωi) (2.25)
So you can either use equations (2.24) and (2.25) corresponding to a particular trajectory q(.),
or obtain the closed-form dynamical equations. The idea is as follows: Given q, q̇, q̈, suppose we
are able to determine all the velocities and accelerations of the various parts of the manipulator,
that includes ac,i, ωi and αi. Then we can solve (2.24) and (2.25) recursively to find all the forces
and torques. First, set fn+1 = 0 and τn+1 = 0. This will express that there is no n + 1 link and
we can solve (2.24). By successively substituting in i = n, n− 1, ..., 1 we will find all the forces.
Similarly we can solve for (2.25). By successively substituting i = n − 1, ..., 1 we find all the
torques. Note that the above iterations is in the direction of decreasing i.
The solution is complete once we find an easily computed relation between q, q̇, q̈ and ac,i,
ωi and α. This can be done through recursive computation with increasing i. This will be shown
in 2.6.1
2.6.1 Forward Recursion (Kinematics)
Forward recursion is the process of determining the acceleration of each link as well as the
acceleration of the end of each link. The following will explain the equations to use and the steps
to implement these equations.
Angular velocity of frame i with respect to frame 0:
ωi = [i−1i R]
Tωi−1 + b̂iq̇i (2.26)
This equation (2.26) expresses the fact that the angular velocity of frame i equals that of
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is the axis of rotation of joint i in frame i.
Angular acceleration of frame i with respect to frame 0:
αi = [i−1i R]
Tαi−1 + b̂iq̈i + ωi × b̂iq̇i (2.28)
αi is the derivative of the angular velocity in frame i.
Acceleration of the end of link i:
ae,i = [i−1i R]
Tae,i−1 + ω̇i × ri,i+1 + ωi × (ωi × ri,i+1) (2.29)
Acceleration of the center of mass of link i:
ac,i = [i−1i R]
Tae,i−1 + ω̇i × ri,ci + ωi × (ωi × ri,ci) (2.30)
Follow the following steps to solve the forward recursion problem.
Start with the initial conditions ω0 = 0, α0 = 0, ac,0 and ae,0. Then solve equations (2.26), (2.28),
(2.29) and (2.30) to find ωi, αi, ae,i and ac,i for i increasing from 1 to n.
2.6.2 Backward Recursion (Dynamics)
Backward recursion is the process of determining the torque and force of each link. The
following will explain the equations to use and the steps to implement these equations.
Refer to equations (2.24) and (2.25).
Follow the following steps to solve the forward recursion problem.
Start with the initial conditions fn+1 = 0 and τn+1 = 0. Then solve equations (2.24) and (2.25)
to compute fi and τi for decreasing i from n to 1.
2.7 The Gait Cycles
The gait cycle or otherwise known as the walking cycle is broken down into two sections,
single support and double support phases. The gait cycle extends from heel strike to heel strike
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of one leg and includes the stance and swing phases of both legs.
In the basic gait cycle, movements are divided into times as to when the foot is on the ground
and when its not. The stance phase, when the foot is on the ground, makes up most of the gait
cycle. When the foot is off the ground its called the swing phase.
Figure 2.11: Gait cycle
The stance phase of a gait can be described as the initial point of contact between the foot
and the surface, while the entire foot makes contact and until just the toes are leaving the surface.
The gait cycle can be broken down into three points:
• Contact period, when the heel strikes the ground.
• The mid-stance period, when the foot is flat on the ground.
• The propulsive period when the heel is lifted off the ground.
2.7.1 Single Support Phase (SSP)
Single support phase is just as it sounds, the biped will be supported with just one leg. The
support surface is what’s used to keep the biped upright and balanced. The center of mass must
be within this support phase. So if there is just one foot on the ground then the support phase
is restricted to the size of the foot.
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Figure 2.12: Single support
As you can see from figure 2.12 the support is restricted to the size of a human foot. During
the constructing of a biped, the support area or foot can designed any which way that will satisfy
the user. The bigger the better, since it will create a larger support for the center of mass to try
and stay in.
2.7.2 Double Support Phase (DSP)
The double support phase is a little different than the single support phase, because it is not
just the area under the two feet. If you look at figure 2.13 you can see it is both feet plus the
area between them. So it creates a larger area for support and the center of mass to fall in.
Figure 2.13: Double support phase
The easiest part of controlling a biped is having it stand straight up since the support region
is much larger than in the SSP. While walking the DSP only occurs for a limited time during
this time if the speed of the walk increases, the DSP time will decreases, eventually turning into
running.
2.8 Zero Moment Point (ZMP)
The term ZMP was first coined by V ukobratović and Stepanenko in 1972 [29]. They said,
“In figure 2.14 an example of force distribution across the foot is given. As the load has the same
sign all over the surface, it can be reduced to the resultant force R(fp), the point of attack f which
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will be in the boundaries of the foot. Let the point on the surface of the foot, where the resultant
R passed, be denoted as the zero-moment point”[29].
Figure 2.14: Original definition of the ZMP
To clarify the above statement consider a rigid foot with a flat sole that has complete contact
with the surface, as shown in figure 2.15. The influence of the biped is replaced by the force, ~Fa
and the moment, ~Ma, acting on the point A. The gravitational acceleration, ~g, is acting in the neg-
ative z direction. To keep the whole biped balanced, the reaction force, ~Fp = (Fpx, Fpy.Fpz) and
moment, ~Mp = (Mpx,Mpy,Mpz) are acting on point, P. The horizontal reaction force (Fpx, Fpy)
will be the friction force that is compensating for the horizontal components of force ~Fa. The
vertical component of the reaction moment, Mpz, is balancing the vertical component of ~Ma and
the moment induced by the force ~Fa. Assuming that there will be no slip the static friction
will be represented by Fpx, Fpy and Mpz. To compensate for the horizontal components of ~Ma
(Max,May), the point P will have to be shifted in such a way that Fpz is fully compensating for
them. This will then imply that the horizontal components of ~Mp are reduced to zero.
Hence
Mpx = Mpy = 0 (2.31)
The above equality led to the natural choice for the term ZMP. If the support polygon
isn’t large enough to include point P, then the force Fp will act on the foot’s edge and the
uncompensated part of Ma and Fa will then result in a rotation about the edge. This could
lead to the biped falling over if it’s not within the support polygon. Now, the static equilibrium
equations can be stated with the forces and moments around the origin.
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Figure 2.15: Forces and moments acting on a rigid foot with a flat sole; fully supported with the foot.
Sum of forces:
~Fp + ~Fa = 0 (2.32)
Sum of moments:
~pOP × ~Fp + ~Ma +Mpz + ~pOA × ~Fa = 0 (2.33)
The terms pOA and pOP are the vectors from the base frame origin OXY Z to the points A
and P. If you place the base-frame-origin on the XY-plane then the sum of moments will result
in:
(~pOP × ~Fp)XY + (Ma)XY + ( ~pOA × ~Fa)XY = 0 (2.34)
With equation (2.34) the position of the zmp can be computed but it doesn’t answer the
question of whether or not the biped is in dynamic equilibrium. The biped will be in dynamic
equilibrium if point P (ZMP) is within the support polygon. This will then lead to the criterion
that, to achieve a stable gait the ZMP should be within the support polygon at every single
instant.
2.8.1 General ZMP
How the general ZMP works:
1. First, sensors in the feet of the standing robot report the weight distribution to the proces-
sor.
2. The algorithm will then use these reported weights and the positions of these sensor to
calculate the torque acting upon the robots feet.
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3. The gyroscopes and accelerometers send data about the upper body to the processor.
4. The algorithm then combines this data to determine the placement of the next step.
5. The processor actuates the motors in the hips, knees and feet to move up and allow the
biped to move forward.
6. As the lifted foot comes in contact with the ground the sensors report the weight and
gyroscopes report the balance again.
7. The biped will adjust the motors until it reaches a ZMP.
2.8.2 ZMP Derivation
The following will be just one of the many of different ways to derive the ZMP equations
using forward kinematics. To calculate the point, P, there are several assumptions that need to
be made:
1. The biped robot consists of n rigid links.
2. All kinematic information, such as position of COM, link orientation, velocities, etc... are
all known and calculated by forward kinematics.
3. The floor is rigid and motionless.
4. The feet cannot slide over the floor’s surface.
5. All joints are actively actuated.





You must also calculate the distance from the base-frame-origin to its COM, as seen in the
figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic biped model with point P.
With this, we can then find the total linear momentum, ~P , and total angular momentum,








(~pi ×mi~̇pi + ~Ii~ωi) (2.37)
As seen from equation (2.37), ~Ii and ~ωi are respectively the inertia tensor and the angular
velocities of the i-th link with respect to the base-frame-origin.




Ri is the rotation matrix of the i-th link with respect to the base-frame-origin. Ii is the
inertia matrix of the i-th link with respect to the link-frame-origin attached to their links. The









(~̇pi × (mi~̇pi) + ~pi × (mi~̈pi) + ~Ii~̇ωi + ~ωi × (~Ii~ωi)) (2.40)
Note that ~̇pi × (mi~̇pi) = 0 because ~̇pi and mi~̇pi are parallel. With this information the following
will hold:
~Fp = −~Fa = ~̇P −mtot~g (2.41)
~Mo = ~̇H − ~p×mtot~g (2.42)
~Fp and ~Mo are the external force and moment that describes how the floor is reacting to the
biped with respect to the base frame origin. ~Fa is the force that the biped is acting upon the
floor. The external force ~Fp is acting on point P, so the moment will be:
~MO = ~pOP × ~Fp + ~Mp (2.43)
~Mp will be the moment at P and ~pOP is the vector from the base-frame-origin to point P. Since
~MP is on the point P, being the ZMP, it is ~MP = [0 0MZ ]
T . Now we can let (2.42) equal (2.43)
and solve for MP .
~Mp = ~̇H − ~pCOM ×mtot~g + ( ~̇P −mtot~g)× ~pOP (2.44)
Then from this, we can find the distance from the base-frame-origin to the location of the zmp.
~pZMP = ~pOP = [xZMP , yZMP , zZMP ]
T
xZMP =
mtotgzPCOMx + zZMP Ṗx − Ḣy
mtotgz + Ṗz
(2.45)
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yZMP =
mtotgzPCOMy + zZMP Ṗy + Ḣx
mtotgz + Ṗz
(2.46)
It should be noted that zZMP represents the height of the floor, so when the XY-plane is placed
on the floor zZMP will be zero. Where gz is the z component of the gravity vector. Also Ḣy and
Ḣx are the x and y components of
~̇H. The same can be said for PCOMy and PCOMx.
Looking at the equations from Huang [10] and assuming that ZZMP = 0, the following equations
can derive the position of the ZMP:
xZMP =
∑n





i=1(mi(piy(P̈iz + gz)− piz(P̈iy + gy))− Iixωix∑n
i=1mi(P̈iz + gz)
(2.48)
The only difference between equations (2.45), (2.46) and (2.47), (2.48) is that in Huang’s equa-
tions have the rate of linear and angular momentums expanded into components.
Chapter 3
Robot Kinematics and Dynamics
3.1 Kinematics
Robot kinematics is the study of the movement of multi-degree of freedom kinematic chains
that form a structure of robotic systems. The links of the robot are modeled as rigid bodies and
the joints are assumed to provide pure rotational translations [26]. The kinematics of a robot
manipulator involves the DH parameters, as discussed in section 2.5 will help determine the
forward and reverse kinematics. Stated more differently, the forward kinematics problem gives
you the position and the orientation of the end effector, if the values of the joint variables are
given. The joint variables are the angle to which each joint is positioned and the lengths of each
link.
The following is the D-H parameters for the right foot standing flat on the floor. In order to
identify which variable corresponds to which joint, the four are indicated in both the chart and
on the figure.
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link ai di αi θi
0 a1 0 90 90 ← A0
1 a2 0 −90 θ1 + 90 ← A1
2 a3 0 0 θ2 ← A2
3 a4 0 0 θ3 ← A3
4 a5 0 90 θ4 ← A4
5 0 0 −90 θ5 + 90 ← A5
Table 3.1: D-H table for simulation model of the right foot
Figure 3.1: Model used to determine the DH parameters of the right foot.
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cos(θ2) −sin(θ2) 0 a3cos(θ2)
sin(θ2) cos(θ2) 0 a3sin(θ2)
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cos(θ3) −sin(θ3) 0 a4cos(θ3)
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cos(θ4) 0 sin(θ4) a5cos(θ4)
sin(θ4) 0 −cos(θ4) a5sin(θ4)
0 1 0 0
















0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3.5)
The purpose of the transformation matrices is used to determine the position and orientation
of each link. So A1 will be the position and orientation of the first link and its the same procedure
for the rest of the links.
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3.1.1 Forward Kinematics
The forward kinematics will give you the location of the end effector, given all the joint
angles. This involves multiplying the transformation matrices, A1 through A5, that were found
using the DH parameters. This will yield the transformation matrix and describe where the end
effector is with respect to the base frame. So the whole transformation will be from the foot all
the way up to the hip.
0
nT = A1A2...An (3.6)
0












4TA5 = A1A2A3A4A5 (3.10)
For a generic situation you would multiply out 0 to n like in equation 3.6.
When you expand equation (3.10), you will end up with a resultant 4 by 4 matrix. The top
left 3 by 3 matrix is the rotation matrix from the base frame to the top hip joint. The 3 by
1 column vector on the right is the displacement of the hip compared to the foot (base). Its
the same for the other three equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9). By expanding these, you find the
rotation matrices and displacements of each specific joint.
By using the link lengths that are shown in table 3.2, the forward kinematics can be deter-
mined.
3.2 Dynamics
Dynamic equations of motion provide relationships between actuation and contact forces
acting on robot mechanisms, and the motion trajectories and accelerations that result. Dynam-
ics are an important part for mechanical design, control and execution of simulations. There
are two types of dynamics that are going to be used, forward and inverse. Both fall under the







Table 3.2: Robot link lengths for simulation
Newton-Euler formulation discussed in section 2.6. Inverse dynamic algorithms are used to per-
form calculations on rigid body models of robot mechanisms. Inverse dynamics determine the
joint forces and torques from a specific robot trajectory. The position, velocity and acceleration
are all used. Forward dynamics is when the joint forces and torques are specified or known and
the joint accelerations need to be determined.
There have been several different methods to address the problem of inverse dynamics, but
the two most popular are the Lagrangian and the Newton Euler formulation (section 2.6).
For the simulations shown later on, Newton Euler was used. Referring to section 2.6 will
give an insight into the equations that were used to calculate the dynamic results.
3.3 Trajectory Generation
The walking of the robot can only occur with a two legged system. Since the experimental
robot is only one leg, the simulation model will have a walking pattern generation within it. The
walking pattern is designed around the lengths of the links, distance between the feet, and the
stride length and velocity. The paper [6],“A Simple Trajectory Generation Method for Biped
Walking” by Feng and Sun was used to help in this design . The paper discusses how the walking
pattern for a five degree of freedom robot was designed. The design for the robot is similiar to
the one used for simulations, although some parameters had to be changed.
The walking pattern is separated into two phases. There is the standing phase and the
swinging or walking phase. Both of these phases will have the same length periods and include
all five joints.
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3.3.1 Lateral Motion
The standing phase is the phase the leg starts in. Its designed to help balance the system
when the opposing leg is in the swinging phase. There are two different coordinate planes the
standing phase operates in. The first plane is the lateral motion, which is the motion from side
to side. This will affect Joints 1 and 5, the hip and ankle joint. In figure 3.2 you can see Joints
1 and 5 move to the side..
Figure 3.2: Lateral plane of the robot.
The following equations are used to generate the standing phase and how to calculate the

























t ∈ [0, T
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] (3.14)
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θ5 = π − θ1 (3.16)
y(t): hip trajectory
g: gravity
zc: height of mass center in lateral plane
T: half period
Ls: distance between two feet’s center when standing still
3.3.2 Sagittal Motion
The sagittal motion, the second plane the robot will be actauted in, involves the front to
back motion. This will include the front to back motion. Seen in figure 3.3, Joints 2, 3 and 4
will be affected. Joint 2 is part of the ankle, joint 3 is the knee and joint 4 is part of the hip.
Figure 3.3: Sagittal plane of the robot.











kt = γ sinh(
√
kt) (3.17)












t ∈ [0, T
2
] (3.20)







θ4 = β + γ1 (3.23)
lo =
√
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t ∈ [0, T
2
] (3.31)
x(t): swing ankle position
Ds: half step length
T: half period
zc: height of mass center in sagittal plane
lshin: length of shin
lthigh: length of thigh
Hs: max height ofswing foot
Chapter 4
Mechanical and Electrical Design of the
Robot Leg
4.1 Mechanical
The mechanical design is very important, since it can affect the way your whole control
system works. You want it to be light weight and shaped in a way that the center of mass isn’t
too close to the ground, but at the same time isn’t too high up. This chapter will briefly discuss
the construction of the first prototype, then proceed to go onto the second.
The first prototype was designed around the idea of using scrap from old cars, using the
motors from automatic car door windows. These motors were discovered after the complete
build of the leg proved to be too heavy and large for the electronic system to handle. Figure
4.1 shows a picture of these motors. The bottom joint of the ankle, used for the lateral motion,
drew too much current to operate, due to the heavy weight that was attached to it. This was
just one of the problems with Prototype One.
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Figure 4.1: Motors from automatic car windows.
Another problem with Prototype One was, when it was designed, friction wasn’t taken into
account, meaning that when the joints move, most of the links were rubbing against each other
causing unnecessary friction. Without having loose links and joints, problems can occur during
the balance control.
Prototype Two is the design that is currently being used and tested on. The mistakes made
in Prototype One were used to help design Prototype Two. The connecting links do not rub
against each other and the whole leg is much lighter.
4.2 Mechanical Structure
4.2.1 Materials Used
The mechanical structure needs to have a lightweight, durable and rigid design. Aluminum
alloy was used for the mechanical structure of the robot leg. Aluminum is easier to work with
and lighter than steel, making it a more effective material. Aluminum is also cheap and easy to
manipulate when designing and building by hand.
The only downfall to aluminum is that it’s not as rigid compared to steel. So, to tackle this
problem, the links are made a little shorter, so there isn’t as much bending when the joints are
being actuated. The rigidity of aluminum is 27 GPa compared to steels 79.3 GPa, so you can
see just from that steel is about three times more rigid than aluminum.
The whole structure is put together with small nuts and bolts with locking washers. Using
nuts and bolts allowed for changes to be made much easier than if permanently fastening the
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materials together. Unfortunately, overtime, because of vibration, some of these nuts could come
loose, so proper maintenance is essential.
4.2.2 Shaft Design and Connection
The shafts of all the motors and encoders are connected to the joints using set screw hubs.
You can see what this looks like in figure 4.2. One is used for the motor side and the other for
the encoder side. The motor is 6mm diameter and the encoder is 8mm so the holes had to be
machined for the larger diameter. These two hubs are then screwed together so that the motor
and the encoder will be in line with each other.
Figure 4.2: Set screw hub for motors and encoders.
If the motor and encoder are not in line with each other, it will cause some mechanical
problems. You need the motor and encoder to spin at the same time and at the same angle.
If one of them is off, it can cause the whole motor or encoder to move out of place. You can
see from figure 4.3 what will happen if the shafts are not connected in a straight line. The red
line shows, if one of them is off, the force and or toque will be applied in the Y direction, which
will hinder the movement of the shafts. This will cause unnecessary friction and could halt the
movement of the joint.
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Figure 4.3: Motor and encoder hub connection.
The downfall of the set screw hub is that it can damage the shaft of the encoder or motor.
If the set screw is too tight it will bend the shaft and make a little divot in it. You can use a
clamping hub, like in figure 4.4, but there is a chance that the shaft could slip within the hub.
Figure 4.4: Clamping hub.
4.2.3 Foot Design
The foot design is important for the stability of the leg. As mentioned in sections 2.7.1 and
2.7.2 the support phase depends on the size of the base of the foot. The foot is roughly around
0.19 m by 0.12 m. It isn’t one solid piece of aluminum, there are holes drilled out of it, so the
weight is kept to a minimum. The foot is rectangular so it will be easier to determine where the
center of pressure is located. Placement of the force moment sensors are located in each of the
four corners.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the base of the foot.
4.3 Means of Actuation
For this specific mechanical design the actuation of the joints will be done by permanent
magnet DC motors. The more powerful motors will be placed on the bottom ankle joint, for
lateral motion and the knee joint, for the sagittal motion. DC motors have a high enough torque
to control all the joints and links. Each joint will have its own motor attached to an encoder.
The bottom ankle joint motor has the higher gear ratio so there will be enough stiffness
to control the inertia of the leg. This is important because for the small changes required by
the controller the output might not be able to reach the required set point. This will cause an
unwanted steady state error. The table below shows which motors were used for each joint and
some of their specifications.








24 83 0.539 stall
Ankle (Sagittal) Maxon Mo-
tor 395823




24 83 0.539 stall
Hip (Lateral) Maxon Mo-
tor 395823
24 60 0.0856 continuous
Hip (Sagittal) Maxon Mo-
tor 395823
24 60 0.0856 continuous
Table 4.1: Motors used for each joint
4.3.1 Overall Design
The overall design of the structure is supposed to resemble a human. Prototype One resem-
bled a more human like structure because of its size but it wasn’t able to be used. Prototype Two
has just five degrees of freedom and is very similar to that of a real human leg. One difference
is in the ankle, instead of revolute joints, human joints act more like ball joints.
The most important motor, that bears the largest amount of mass is the lateral ankle joint.
This joint has to move the whole leg from side to side. If there was two legs then the hip joint
would be the most important, because it would have to keep the balance of the stance leg and
the swinging leg.
Figure shows what the completed structure looks like. The structure has 5 motors and
encoders on each joint and four force moment sensors on the bottom of the foot.
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Figure 4.6: Prototype Two.
4.3.2 Construction
The construction of the leg was all done by hand, using various tools and machines including
band saw, drill press and files. All the parts were assembled using bolts, nuts and washers. If
another prototype was to be made, it could be designed using AutoCad or SolidWorks so the
parts could be machined on a computerized numerical control (CNC) machine. If the parts were
machined with a CNC it would have made it easier to construct the leg. The hardest part about
constructing the leg by hand is getting all the holes to line up. The encoders were the most
difficult part to assemble since the diameter of the mounting bracket was so large.
4.4 Electrical Design
The electrical design is centered and controlled by three F28M35H52C1 concerto microcon-
trollers. They are implemented on the C2000 development boards. There are three boards being
used. One board is used for the two bottom encoder joints of the leg, three PWM signals, three
direction signals and the four force moment sensors. The second board has two encoders, for
the knee and thigh joints, three PWM and three direction signals. The third board has the fifth
and final encoder, for the hip. These three boards will be in charge of sending and receiving all
the data necessary to balance the leg. The PWM and direction signals will be sent to a separate
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motor drive circuit board. There is a motor drive circuit board for the two bottom joints and
another board for the top three joints. All of this will be connected to a Windows PC. This
communication will involve a c++ program communicating with the development boards and
Code Composer Studio software. Figure 4.7 shows a block diagram outlining the whole electrical
system of the robot.
Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the systems electronic flow.
Figure 4.7 shows the flow of information and that the PC, microcontrollers, motor drivers
and robot leg are all connected. The c++ program on the computer will communicate with
microcontrollers to tell the robot leg what to do. The microcontrollers will tell the motor drivers
when to turn on and what direction the motors needs to turn. This information all depends on
what the force sensors on the foot read and where the encoders are positioned. The force sensor
and encoder information gets sent back from the robot leg to the microcontrollers, which sends
it to the PC. They all depend on each other to make the whole system balance.
4.4.1 Sensors (Force Moment Sensor)
The sensors are a very important part to the balance of the robot. Force moment sensors
are placed on the bottom of the foot to determine where the center of pressure is located. There
is a sensor in each of the four corners of the base of the foot. The sensors that were used for this
particular robot are the FC22 Compression Load Cells by measurement specialties.
The FC22 comes in a ten to one hundred pound range with features including low noise,
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small size, reliability and fast response time. For the first robot design, the choice of using force
sensors with a one hundred pound range was selected. This was due to the great weight that the
first prototype had. The second prototype was much smaller and lighter, making the one hundred
pound range too big. This also caused it to inaccurately affect the sensors. After changing the
range from one hundred pounds to twenty five pounds, the reading worked much better. Figure
4.8 shows what the force sensor looks like, with just three wires, power, ground and the signal.
Figure 4.8: FC2231-0000-0025-L force sensor.
4.4.2 Encoders
The most important part of feedback is the angle at which each motor or encoder is at. This
is done by the use of encoders. There are several different types of encoders that can be used,
including potentiometers. They can all be used to determine the angle at which all five of the
joint angles are at.
4.4.3 Potentiometers
Potentiometers are a great low cost solution to help track the position of the joint angles.
They are small and light weight but would produce noise with the output signal that would
require filtering. The EVW-AE4001B14 is one type of potentiometer that is used for this type
of application.
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Figure 4.9: EVW-AE4001B14 potentiometer.
4.4.4 Incremental Rotary Encoder
Another type of joint angle feedback can be done with the use of an incremental rotary
encoder. The incremental rotary encoder can be either mechanical or optical. The mechanical
type is used typically as a digital potentiometers or in consumer electronics. The incremental
rotary encoder is probably the most widely used type of encoder due to its low cost and high
resolution. Optical encoders are used when higher speeds and greater precision is needed.
4.4.5 Absolute Rotary Encoder
The absolute rotary encoder is used for Prototype Two’s legs joint angle position. The
absolute rotary encoder is great for high precise resolution. There is ten bit resolution that uses
gray code for the positioning, operating at twelve to twenty four volts. Gray encoding is a system
of binary counting in which two adjacent codes differ, by only one bit position. You can see this
in the below example.
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Sector Contact 1 Contact 2 Contact 3 Angle (Degrees)
0 off off off 0 to 45
1 off off on 45 to 90
2 off on on 90 to 135
3 off on off 135 to 180
4 on on off 180 to 225
5 on on on 225 to 270
6 on off on 270 to 315
7 on off off 315 to 360
Table 4.2: Gray code vs binary
The example’s transition from one to two only involves one of the contacts to change its state,
from on to off or vise versa. This way, either direction the shaft is turned, you will always get the
correct value and it doesn’t overlap with any other sectors. The reason a change was needed to
made from binary code to gray code was that, its very unlikely that switches will change states
exactly in order. Table 4.3 will help you understand. Looking at the binary code, you can see
that more than one bit can change state during transition. This can cause a problem because in
that exact moment the switches can appear to be in the real position or the transitional state,
between the other two positions. This can cause a joint to move in the wrong direction which
can lead to problems. The gray code solves this problem, by only changing one bit at a time so
there is no confusion.










Table 4.3: Gray code example
Figure 4.10: E6C3 AG5C Omron absolute encoder
4.5 Electronics
4.5.1 DSP Board
The F28M35H52C1 is the basis for controlling the robotic leg. The microcontroller is part
of the concerto family in a multicore system-on-ship microcontroller unit (MCU), with inde-
pendent communication and real-time control subsystems. The communication is based on the
32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 CPU and it features a wide range of communication peripherals. The
communication peripheral that will be used to communicate to the PC is done through ethernet.
Real-time control is run using the 32-bit C28x floating-point CPU and features high precision
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IO supply (V) 3.3
Table 4.4: DSP board features
The sampling time for system is set to 10ms. Since there are 3 microcontrollers being
used, there is a slight delay between the samples from each microcontroller, after a few hundred
samples. The delay isn’t big enough to disrupt the system negatively.
4.5.2 Motor Drive Circuit Board
There are two motor drive circuit boards. The first board is for the two bottom joints, the
sagittal and later motion. The second board is for the top three joints, two lateral and one
sagittal motion. The circuit boards use direction signals and pulse width modulation signal
inputs to control the output of the corresponding motors. To drive the DC motors, LMD18200
3A H-Bridge motor driver chips are used.
The LMD18200 main design is for control in motion applications. The device is built using a
multitechnology process which combines both bipolar and CMOS control circuitry with DMOS
power devices. This part is perfect for driving DC and stepper motors. Some of the features
include 3 amps of continues output, operates at supply voltages up to 55 volts, TTL and CMOS
compatible inputs and a shortened load protection.
As for the control of the motors, the microcontroller has its own built in feedback so all that
needs to be sent, is the duty cycle for the motors. There are motor control libraries in the C28x,
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that are taken advantage of.
Figure 4.11: LMD18200 motor drive chip with the pin outs.




For a single five degree of freedom robot leg, a PID controller will work just fine. The PID
control will be used to balance the leg in the upright position, when a disturbance is applied.
To do this, an understanding of how a PID controller works is important and how to alter the
incoming signals for noise, so you will have a clean signal to control. That will lead you to the
next section, Digital Filter Design, where the process of filtering the noisy signal is done.
5.2 Digital Filter Design
There are many sources of error that can cause a control scheme to deviate from its course.
One of the reasons for this is unwanted noise and interference. If the signal is too noisy it can
cause the joints of the robot to follow this noise and create an unstable path. Since the force
moment sensors are whats used to control the balance of the robot, the signal must be as clean
as possible and be free of noise. From figure 5.1, you can see that this signal isn’t smooth and
will cause problems for the control system. The joints that are associated with the front to back
motion will follow the oscillations and the manipulators leg will begin to shake.
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Figure 5.1: Unfiltered force moment sensor signal from front to back movement.
To get rid of this problem, a filter is introduced to the signal. The filter will be used to
clean up the noise and get rid of the oscillations that will cause the shaking. The filter that was
selected for this job is the Butterworth Filter.
5.2.1 Butterworth Filter
A Butterworth filter is designed to have such a cutoff frequency, that it’s as flat as possible,
in the passband. The Buttterworth filter can also be referred to as a maximally flat magnitude
filter. The term maximally flat is because it has no ripples in the passband and rolls off towards
zero in the stopband. You can see in the bode plot (figure 5.2 ) that the response slopes off
linearly towards negative zero. A Butterworth filter has a monotonically changing function with
omega, the angular frequency. Butterworth filters have a more linear phase response, which is
ideal for nice smooth transitions.
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Figure 5.2: Bode plot of a Butterworth filter.
The Z-domain transfer function can be seen below, for a second order IIR filter.








k=0 aky[n− k] +
∑2
k=0 bky[n− k] (5.2)
The cut-off frequency is designed so that the frequency is low enough to eliminate most of the
high frequency noise, and at the same time, high enough so that the step response is reasonable.
Figure 5.3: Filtered signal from the force sensors.
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You can see from figure 5.3 that the Butterworth filter filtered out the unwanted noise and
spike. The Butterworth filter provided a nice smooth path for the joints of the manipulator to
follow. This will result in a more stable upright leg, which you can see in the below comparison
of Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic. You can see from figure 5.4 that the Butterworth has
no ripple and rolls off more smoothly. These are characteristics that are essential to the type of
signal that is needed. It should be noted that the Butterworth filter in the experiment is a 2nd
order filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5Hz and sampling period of 0.01 seconds. The parameters
for the Butterworth are: b0 = 0.0002414, b1 = 0.0004827, b2 = 0.0002414, a0 = 1, a1 = −1.9556
and a1 = 0.9565.
Figure 5.4: The Butterworth filter as compared to Elliptic and Chebyshev.
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5.3 Flowchart and Block Diagram
One way to understand the control scheme for the balance of the leg is to observe it in a
flowchart. The following flowchart is a very simplified version of the whole control process.
Figure 5.5: Flowchart of the proposed control system.
Looking at figure 5.5, you can see the control scheme in general is very simple. The process
starts by taking the encoder readings from each joint and comparing them to the set points. If
these encoder reading are not at the set points then the motors will turn, trying to make each
joint reach there set point.
The next step is to understand the block diagrams and how a PID controller works. The
simple block diagram can be seen in figure 5.6. The set point is r, e is the error, u is the controller
output and y is the plant output. Comparing figures 5.5 and 5.6, you can see the relationship
between them. y is the joint angles you obtain, e is the comparison between the set point r and
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y and u is the signal that will be used to actuate the motors. This process will continue like this
until the operation is stopped.
This then brings up the question of what is inside the controller box. A PID controller is
used to control the balance of the leg and keep the joints at the proper set points during the
experimental set up. The output of the controller, or the input to the plant, can be seen a
follows:







An explanation to equation (5.3) can be found in figure 5.6. The variable e represents the tracking
error, the difference between the desired input value or set point (r) and the actual output (y).
The error signal (e) is then sent to the PID controller. The controller will then compute the
derivative of this error signal as seen in equation (5.3). Then the control signal (u) will be equal
to the proportional gain (Kp), times the magnitude of error plus the integral gain (Ki), times
the integral of the error, plus the derivative gain (Kd), times the derivative of error.
Figure 5.6: Closed loop block diagram.
This new control signal (u) will be sent to the plant and a new output (y) will be obtained.
This new output will then be fed back and compared to the set point and a new reference signal
(r) will be determined. The controller will then take this new error signal and compute the
results just like before. This will run for as long as it is needed.
To obtain the transfer function for the PID controller you take the Laplace transform of
equation (5.3).




The proportional controller part will have an effect on reducing the rise time and reduce the
steady state error, but it will never eliminate it. The derivative part of the controller can increase
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the stability of the system, reducing the overshoot, and improving the transient response. The
integral part will help eliminate the steady state error.
Response Rise Time Overshoot Settling Time S-S Error
Kp Decrease Increase Small change Decrease
Ki Decrease Increase Increase Eliminate
Kd Small change Decrease Decrease No change
Table 5.1: Controller parameter effects.
Since Kp, Ki and Kd are dependent on one another, changing one of them will affect the
others.
5.4 PID Controller Design
All the joints are controlled with a PID controller. PID control is implemented on the two
ankle joints, knee joint and the two hip joints. The two ankle joints are more important in
maintaining stability, compared to the knee joint.
The controller is designed so that each individual joint will have its own gain tuned to a
specific performance.
The PID controller’s time domain equation is shown in equation (5.3). Equation (5.5) will show
the frequency domain and in equations, (5.6) and (5.7), the discrete implementation.




u(n) = Kpe[n] +Ki
∑n




e(n) = r[n]− y[n] (5.7)
Ts: The sampling period
E(s): Error
e[n]: The discrete error
e[n− 1]: Previous samples error
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r[n]: The setpoint
y[n]: Measured angle (plant output)
u[n]: Discrete control input
5.5 Balance Control
To control the balance of the leg, readings from the four force moment sensors on the bottom
of the foot are used. These readings will be used in the center of pressure calculation discussed
in the next subsection. The COP calculation will be used in the controller to balance the leg.
5.5.1 Center of Pressure (COP) Calculation
Figure 5.7: Block diagram for a PD controller.
To determine the center of pressure, the foot must be sectioned off into four coordinates.
These four coordinates will hold a force sensor in each of them. The center of pressure will have













Front2back: Distance from center towards the front or back (cm)
Side2side: Distance from the center towards the left or right side (cm)
F1: Force moment sensor 1
F2: Force moment sensor 2
F3: Force moment sensor 3
F4: Force moment sensor 4
l: Front to back length (m)
p: Side to side length(m)
To compute the center of pressure, equation (5.8) must be implemented first. Equation (5.8)
takes the four force moment sensor readings and computes the difference from the center of the
foot. The value for Front2back will be the distance from the center of the foot to the center
of pressure in the sagittal motion. So, if the value for Front2back equaled positive (m), then
the center of pressure would be towards the front. If the value equaled negative (m), then the
center of pressure would be towards the back of the foot. The same can be said for the Side2side
calculation. If it’s computed to be a positive value, the pressure is leaning towards the right and






Table 5.2: Table used for center of pressure calculations.
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5.5.2 Center of Pressure Example Calculation

























After the calculations, you can determine where the center of pressure is. Looking at the
result from equation (5.10), the center of pressure is leaning towards the front by 0.0429m. The
same for equation (5.11), the center of pressure is leaning 0.0071m towards the right.
Figure 5.8: Red dot shows where the center of pressure will be.
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Therefore, you can see from figure 5.8 that the center of pressure will lie near the front and
slightly to the right.
5.5.3 Implementing the COP Calculation into the Controller
Once the center of pressure is determined, deciding on what to do with it is the next step.
The calculations from equations (5.8) and (5.9) will serve as the new setpoints. Each motor acts
in a certain direction, either from front to back (sagittal) or side to side (lateral).
Motor Setpoint
Motor 1 Side2side×KFB
Motor 2 Front2back ×KSS
Motor 3 0 or disturbance
Motor 4 0 or disturbance
Motor 5 0 or disturbance
Table 5.4: Motor/joint setpoints.
Looking at table 5.4 you can see that Motors 1 and 2 will follow the Side2side calculation or
the Front2back calculation. Motors 3, 4 and 5 will either have disturbance applied to them or
stay at their zero position. Since the COP is a unit of distance in m, the Side2side and Front2back
calculations will be multiplied by a certain gain, KFB = −0.15 and KSS = −0.08. This gain will
transform the units from m to degrees, so the motors will turn appropriately. The value of the
setpoint will be the opposite sign depending on the Front2back and Side2side calculations.
Using the example in figure 5.8, you will want Motors 1 to turn left and Motor 2 to turn
back, so the center of pressure (red dot) turns towards the center (0,0). This process is shown
in the block diagram (figure 5.9) to give a more clear understanding.
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An experimental robot, created by former Lakehead University graduate student Andrew
Cudoski [3], was the main influence behind the simulation model’s design. The simulation model
will be used to design and compute the walking trajectories, zero-moment-point and center of
mass. All three computations will include the use of DH parameters and Newton Euler recursion.
Figure 6.1: Simulation model.
Figure 6.1 is a representation of the simulation model. This particular model has five degrees
of freedom with all five of the joints being fully actuated. This leg could potentially be used as
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the right or left leg of a much bigger system. There is a massless upper body with a square foot
as the support.
6.2 Link Parameters
The following are the link parameters that were used for the simulation model. The parame-
ters for the experimental part couldn’t be obtained because all the parts were made by hand and
or obscure shapes. These parameters can be used to calculate the center of mass, zero moment





Mass (kg) ~ri,ci(m)×1× 10−2 ~ri+1,ci(m)×1× 10−2 ~ri,i+1(cm)
1 foot 0.646 (-0.00882,0.02959,-0.0197) (0.00882,-0.00699,0.0197) (0,0.0226,0)
2 ankle 0.564 (0.06966,-0.00262,0.02779) (-0.00436,0.00262,-0.02779) (0.0653,0,0)
3 shin 0.392 (0.25863,0.00037,0.05991) (-0.08863,-0.00037,-0.05991) (0.17,0,0)
4 thigh 1.224 (0.24993,0.00002,0.02559) (-0.08293,-0.00002,-0.02559) (0.160,0,0)
5 hip 0.229 (0.10663,0.05991,0.00052) (-0.03563,-0.05991,-0.00052) (0.071,0,0)
Table 6.1: Mass and center of mass for the robot links.
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Table 6.2: Inertia matrices for each link.
6.3 Trajectory Generation Results
The trajectory generation is the path that each joint will take, during the standing and
walking phase. Each joint will affect one direction at a time. Joints 1 and 5 will move in the
lateral motion while Joints 2, 3 and 4 will move in the sagittal motion (Chapter 3). The walking
and standing pattern can be referred to as the gait cycle. Subsection 2.7 ”The Gait Cycle” will
help in understanding the simulation results.
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6.3.1 Standing Phase
Figure 6.2: θ1 (ankle) during standing phase
Figure 6.3: θ5 (hip) during standing phase
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Figure 6.4: θ2 (ankle) during standing phase
Figure 6.5: θ3 (knee) during standing phase
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Figure 6.6: θ4 (thigh) during standing phase
All of the figures are plotted for a single period, with a duration of 0.64 seconds. The
horizontal axis represents the time domain (seconds) and the vertical axis represents the joint
angle (rad).
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 correspond to Joints 1 and 5, the ankle and hip joints. These joints turn
in a lateral motion from side to side. In the plots you can see there is a slight curve that these
joints follow. Since the single leg is taken from a two leg system, the lateral joints are bending
slightly so that the opposite leg has more ground clearance. Also, this causes the mass to be
shifted to the leg that’s flat on the ground in the standing phase. You can see from those two
figures that the joint starts at one angle, then as the other leg starts to take the walking motion
the joint will turn to compensate for the weight. At 0.32 seconds the walking foot should be at
it’s max height and the standing leg will be tilted as far as it needs too.
The other three joints are in the sagittal motion. Since the leg isn’t walking, the joints only
have to slightly bend, due to the opposing leg walking. These three joints are the ankle, knee
and hip. Looking at figure 6.4, the ankle is moving forward as the angle starts at about 1.6 rad
and moves to a final position of about 2.01 rad. The difference is about 0.41 rad or 23 degrees.
This is just a forward motion that the ankle will take during the standing phase. Similarly, the
knee (figure 6.5), will move forward but will then return to the same angle. As for the hip, seen
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in figure 6.6, the joint angle will decrease as the hip bends forward.
6.3.2 Swinging Phase
As the standing phase comes to an end, the leg will then return to the swinging phase. The
walking phase period is just as long as the standing phase, 0.64 seconds.
Figure 6.7: θ1 during swinging phase
Figure 6.8: θ5 (hip) during swinging phase.
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Figure 6.9: θ2 (ankle) during swinging phase
Figure 6.10: θ3 (knee) during swinging phase
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Figure 6.11: θ4 (thigh) during swinging phase
Joints 1 and 5 are the same, when compared in the standing phase. During the swinging
phase, the weight of the swinging leg will be shifted to the side of the standing leg, to help for
balance control which was discussed in the standing phase results. Now, the results for the rest
of the joints will be different. The first joint of discussion is the second ankle joint. The joint is
in the sagittal motion, so it will be used to move the foot in the forward motion. The ankle will
bend forward, as the back of the foot leaves the ground, then, as it begins to lower back down
the angle will change, so the back of the foot touches down first.
The next joint is the knee (figure 6.10). The knee is in charge of moving the links above it,
the thigh and the hip. The movement in the swinging phase acts similar to what was seen in the
standing phase. It starts off at a certain angle and it will finish at that same angle. The knee
will begin to move forward and swing the rest of the upper body with it. The knee is important
because it is the joint that joins the lower part and the upper part of the leg together.
The last joint is the thigh. The thigh is used to help swing the upper body weight, producing
a forward momentum. The plot shows that when the thigh is in movement, it will start in
deceleration, then quickly accelerate for half the period of the walking phase, before it starts to
decelerate, before the foot touches the ground again.
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6.3.3 Gait Cycle Summary
• Heal touches the ground, while the hip is bent and the knee is fully extended.
• As the whole foot begins to touch the ground, the knee and hip joint angles will start to
decrease.
• When the foot is fully flat on the ground, the hip will start to extend, the knee and ankle
will start to bend slightly.
• In mid stance, the knee will be fully extended and support will come from one single leg.
The second leg should be the maximum height off the floor.
• The leg will then prepare for the stance foot to be lifted off the floor.
• While the swing leg touches the ground, the stance leg will begin to leave the ground. The
knee and hip will be bending while the ankle starts the motion for the foot to leave the
floor.
• When the front of the foot leaves the ground the hip will become less extended and the
knee will begin to extend, lifting the foot off the ground.
• During the early stages of the swing, the hip and knee will start to extend and the ankle
will start to decrease its angle back to a flat position.
• During mid swing, the hip, knee and ankle will all start to bend, preparing itself for decel-
eration and for the foot to touch the ground
6.4 Newton-Euler
The Newton-Euler procedure is used to determine the forces and toques of each individual
link. Looking at figure 6.12, you can see a basic idea of how the forces and torques are calculated.
Starting from the trajectory generation, the DH parameters are obtained, as well as the rotation
matrices. Then from the DH parameters, the forwards kinematics and forward recursion is
solved, then the end and center accelerations can be obtained. As for the backward recursion,
it’s obtained from the rotation matrices and the joint forces, and torques can be found.
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Figure 6.12: Newton Euler block diagram.
6.4.1 Standing Phase
Figures 6.13 through 6.22 show the forces and torques of each link during the standing phase.
In all of the, plots there is a spike at the initial startup. The spike is due to the initial conditions.
When the simulation starts, the joint angles are at 0 degrees, they need to move to their initial
conditions as quickly as possible, causing the spike in the force and torques. After the spike, the
values are nice and smooth. The torques are measured in Newton m and the forces are measured
in Kgm /s2. There isn’t much change during one period because this is the standing phase, so
there isn’t much movement in the joints.
Figures 6.23 through 6.32 show the plots for the center and end accelerations of each link.
Just like the forces and torques, the accelerations have a spike at the beginning then they start to
level off smoothly. There isn’t much deviation because it’s the standing phase. The acceleration
is measured in m/s2.
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Figure 6.13: Force of link 1 during standing
phase
Figure 6.14: Torque of link 1 during standing
phase
Figure 6.15: Force of link 5 during standing
phase
Figure 6.16: Torque of link 5 during standing
phase
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Figure 6.17: Force of link 2 during standing
phase
Figure 6.18: Torque of link 2 during standing
phase
Figure 6.19: Force of link 3 during standing
phase
Figure 6.20: Torque of link 3 during standing
phase
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Figure 6.21: Force of link 4 during standing
phase
Figure 6.22: Torque of link 4 during standing
phase
Figure 6.23: Center acceleration of link 1 dur-
ing standing phase
Figure 6.24: End acceleration of link 1 during
standing phase
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Figure 6.25: Center acceleration of link 2 dur-
ing standing phase
Figure 6.26: End acceleration of link 2 during
standing phase
Figure 6.27: Center acceleration of link 3 dur-
ing standing phase
Figure 6.28: End acceleration of link 3 during
standing phase
Figure 6.29: Center acceleration of link 4 dur-
ing standing phase
Figure 6.30: End acceleration of link 4 during
standing phase
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Figure 6.31: Center acceleration of link 5 dur-
ing standing phase
Figure 6.32: End acceleration of link 5 during
standing phase
6.4.2 Swinging Phase
This next set of plots from figure 6.33 to 6.42 are the forces and torques of each link during the
swinging phase. They have the same starting spike but then they follow a path that corresponds
to the walking pattern generation. When each link performs a movement during the walking
phase there should be either a decrease or a increase in the force and torques. Thats also applied
to the center and end accelerations, seen in figures 6.43 to 6.52.
Figure 6.33: Force of link 1 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.34: Torque of link 1 during swinging
phase
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Figure 6.35: Force of link 5 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.36: Torque of link 5 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.37: Force of link 2 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.38: Torque of link 2 during swinging
phase
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Figure 6.39: Force of link 3 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.40: Torque of link 3 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.41: Force of link 4 during swinging
phase
Figure 6.42: Torque of link 4 during swinging
phase
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Figure 6.43: Center acceleration of link 1 dur-
ing swinging phase
Figure 6.44: End acceleration of link 1 during
swinging phase
Figure 6.45: Center acceleration of link 2 dur-
ing swinging phase
Figure 6.46: End acceleration of link 2 during
swinging phase
Figure 6.47: Center acceleration of link 3 dur-
ing swinging phase
Figure 6.48: End acceleration of link 3 during
swinging phase
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Figure 6.49: Center acceleration of link 4 dur-
ing swinging phase
Figure 6.50: End acceleration of link 4 during
swinging phase
Figure 6.51: Center acceleration of link 5 dur-
ing swinging phase
Figure 6.52: End acceleration of link 5 during
swinging phase
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6.5 Center of Mass
The center of mass is calculated and simulated in the process, seen in the flowchart below.
Using the transformation matrices, link masses and lengths and the rotation matrices, the center
of mass can be calculated.
Figure 6.53: Center of mass block diagram.
The following two plots are the center of mass during the standing and walking phase. The
center of mass is simply the projection of the x and y components on the ground. The x
component is the horizontal axis and the y component is the vertical axis. The ideal situation
would occur when the center of mass stays around the (0, 0) point. This would help ensure the
balance of the robot.
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Figure 6.54: Center of mass position during
the standing phase
Figure 6.55: Center of mass position during
the swinging phase
Figure 6.56: Center of mass during the stand-
ing phase
Figure 6.57: Center of mass during the swing-
ing phase
6.6 Zero Moment Point
The zero moment point is determined by taking into account the center of mass as well as the
angular velocity and acceleration and the center of link accelerations. The following plots show
the position of the zero moment point. x is the horizontal axis and y is the vertical axis. The
zero moment point acts similar to the center of mass. Ideally, it would stay around the center
point (0, 0). The x, y plot is the projection of the zero moment point onto the ground. You can
see from figures 6.61 and 6.62 that the z coordinate is 0 because its flat on the ground.
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Figure 6.58: Zero moment point block diagram.
Figure 6.59: Zero moment point position dur-
ing the standing phase
Figure 6.60: Zero moment point position dur-
ing the swinging phase
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Figure 6.61: Zero moment point during the
standing phase





The experimental tests were conducted on the 5 degree of freedom robot leg. Four separate
tests were done: setpoint, sine wave, with and without force feedback control. The results and
gains are all listed below, with the gains for the three types of controllers that were used. The
parameters for the filter and sampling time used, are listed in subsection 5.2.1.
7.2 Experimental Model
The experimental model will be used to design the balance controller around the center of
pressure. The structure is similar to the simulation model,with different characteristics. Proto-
type one had five degrees of freedom, tall, heavy and drew too much current. Prototype Two is
the same as Prototype One but much smaller and lighter so current wouldn’t be an issue. This
can be seen in the figure below.
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Figure 7.1: Prototype One on left and Prototype Two on right.
7.3 Setpoint Control
The first test was to set each joint one by one to a specific angle and control them using a
P, PD and PID controller. All the tunning was done by trial and error. First a P controller was
tunned then a PD then a PID. The use of a dynamic equation wasn’t possible as inertias and
masses were not known.
Motor Number Kp Kp,Kd Kp,Kd,Ki
1 0.3 0.3,0.001 0.3,0.01,0.00005
2 0.5 0.5,0.00001 0.53,0.00001,0.00005
3 0.45 0.45,0.000013 0.505,0.000013,0.0000125
4 0.95 0.95,0.00001 0.95,0.00001,0.000029
5 0.35 0.35,0.0001 0.35,0.0001,0.00005
Table 7.1: Gains for setpoint control for the three controllers
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Figure 7.2: Motor 1 feedback during setpoint
control
Figure 7.3: Motor 2 feedback during setpoint
control
Figure 7.4: Motor 3 feedback during setpoint
control
Figure 7.5: Motor 4 feedback during setpoint
control
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Figure 7.6: Motor 5 feedback during setpoint control
Figures 7.2 through 7.6 show the feedback for the setpoint control. Each joint was set one by
one to 10 degrees and then tuned. The results shown are with a PID controller, with the gains
specified in table 7.1. The first 20 seconds are used to set all the joints at 0 degrees then after
that they will be controlled to the setpoint of 10 degrees. All the plots show the setpoint and
the output. The horizontal axis is the time, in seconds, and the vertical axis is the joint angle,
in degrees.
Upon analysis of the motors, Motors 2, 3 and 4 were found to have outputs close to the
setpoint while Motors 1 and 5 were off by a couple degrees. This is due to the weight of the
system and the mass attached to the hip. When the ankle motor (Motor 1, figure 7.2) is leaning
to the left the mass of the remaining links and motors will be leaning to the same side, causing
it to be harder for the motor to stop at the correct setpoint. The gravity and extra weight will
push it farther. Its the same thing for Motor 5. There is a weight attached to the 5th link, so
it simulates the weight of another leg attached to it. The gravity will push this heavy weight
down causing an error in the set point. This can be corrected by adding a compensation term
the controller (5.6). Then the controller becomes:
u(n) = Kpe[n] +Ki
∑n




The compensation is shown and discussed in the next section.
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7.4 Sine Wave Control
The second test was to apply a sin wave to each joint and control them using a P, PD and
PID controller.
Motor Number Kp Kp,Kd Kp,Kd,Ki Compensation
1 0.744 0.744,0.00012 0.744,0.00012,0.00005 -0.12
2 0.51 0.51,0.000014 0.51,0.000014,0.000055 0
3 0.7 0.7,0.000013 0.7,0.000013,0.000024 0
4 0.95 0.95,0.00001 0.95,0.00001,0.000035 0
5 0.55 0.55,0.01 0.55,0.01,0.00007 0.15
Table 7.2: Gains for sine wave control for the three controllers.
Figure 7.7: Motor 1 feedback during sine wave
control
Figure 7.8: Motor 1 PWM and compensation
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Figure 7.9: Motor 2 feedback during sine wave
control
Figure 7.10: Motor 3 feedback during sine wave
control
Figure 7.11: Motor 4 feedback during sine wave
control
Figure 7.12: Motor 5 feedback during sine wave
control
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Figure 7.13: Motor 5 PWM and compensation
Figure 7.14: Setpoint compared to filtered setpoint
Each joint was controlled one by one, to follow a sinusoidal curve. Looking at Motors 2,
3 and 4, the plots show the setpoint, filtered setpoint and output. The filtered setpoint was
introduced so it would be a gradual increase for the motor, rather than a sharp output. In figure
7.14, you can see the filtered setpoint in black and the unfiltered setpoint in cyan. The unfiltered
setpoint will have the sharp edge and the filtered setpoint will have a smooth rising edge.
In figures 7.8 and 7.13 compensation and the PWM signal for the motors are shown. The
PWM is from the output of the PID controller, U(s). The compensation term is introduced, to
compensate for the gravity that is acting on the mass of the leg and causing the error shown on
the two motors. Observations of Motor 1 show that when the leg shifts to the left, gravity will
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act on the mass of the system, causing the leg to go past the setpoint seen in figure 7.2. The
compensation term will remove that error. The compensation will be added to the PWM so it
will shift down the output to match the setpoint. The compensation is opposite compared to
the PWM. This is one way of compensating for the gravity force thats shifting the leg down.
Motor 5 (figure 7.12) has a mass attached to the end of the link to demonstrate a mass of
another leg. So, when the motor is at its zero position the mass will start to turn the joint and
fall down due to gravity. The compensation term is applied here to help get rid of this. In the
plot, overshoot occurs when the mass is turning to the opposite side, but this does not affect the
center of pressure in a negative way. The mass will be lined up with the rest of the leg pushing
the center of pressure to the (0,0) point. The bottom half of the graph represents the right side
of the leg, if the mass causes the motor to extend beyond its setpoint the joints limit will be
reached. Due to the compensation term the output is matched with the filtered setpoint.
7.5 Force Feedback Control
The third experiment was to apply the force feedback to Joints 1 and 2 and control them
using a PID controller. The first joint’s setpoint will use the Side2side calculation while joint 2
will be use the Front2back calculation from the center of pressure. This was discussed earlier
in the subsection for balance control. Four separate tests were performed, one with disturbance
on Motor 5, then Motor 4 , Motor 3 and then Motor 3 and 5. The results are not shown for the
motors that aren’t moving, since they were set to zero for the experiment.
7.5.1 Test 1
Test 1 was conducted by setting the setpoint for Motor 1 to the Side2side calculation. Motor
2 was set to the Front2back calculation. Motor 3 and 4 were set at their zero position. Motor 5
had the disturbance applied to it. A sine wave was used to make the mass of Motor 5 go up and
down. This would simulate the mass of another leg, if it was attached. Motor 5 is in the lateral
coordinate plane, so Motor 2 will be the most important motor, for compensating this moving
mass.
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Motor Number Kp Kd Ki Compensation Gain
1 0.5 0.02, 0.001 0.005
2 0.35 0.01 0.007 -0.1
3 0.9 0.013 0.000024 0
4 1.0 0.01 0.000035 0
5 0.55 0.01 0.0007 0
Table 7.3: Gains for force feedback control with disturbance on Motor 5
Figure 7.15: Motor 5 with sine wave distur-
bance
Figure 7.16: Motor 1 feedback during Motor 5
disturbance
Figure 7.17: Motor 2 feedback during Motor 5
disturbance
Figure 7.18: Center of pressure from front to
back
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Figure 7.19: Center of pressure from side to
side
Figure 7.20: PWM and compensation for Mo-
tor 1
Figure 7.21: PWM and compensation for Motor 2
During the first 20 seconds of the test, all the motors will go to the specified zero position.
After 20 seconds, there is 10 seconds for the leg to position itself around the center of pressure.
So Motor 1 will move the leg side to side and Motor 2 will move the leg front to back. Once a
total of 30 seconds have passed a sine wave is applied to Motor 5, to act as a disturbance. This
motor will move the mass up and down, moving the center of pressure around. Once the COP
is moved, the controller will have to move Motor 1 and 2, to correct this error.
Looking at the figures 7.16 and 7.17 you can see the output (red) follows the filtered setpoint
(black). There is a steady state error around 1 degree. The important part is that the center of
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pressure is around zero, so that the leg will stay balanced. The center of pressure for front to
back and side to side are shown in figures 7.18 and 7.19.
One difference between the force feedback control and the sine wave control is that there is
a compensation term added to Motor 2. This is because the total mass is shifted to one side, so
gravity is acting upon it, so it’s harder for the controller to move it from side to side.
7.5.2 Test 2
Test 2 is run the same as test 1 but this time Motor 5 is set to its zero position and Motor
4 has a disturbance at 30 seconds.
Motor Number Kp Kd Ki Compensation
1 0.5 0.02, 0.001 0.005
2 0.35 0.01 0.007 -0.1
3 0.9 0.013 0.000024 0
4 1.0 0.01 0.000035 0
5 0.3 0.01 0.0007 0
Table 7.4: Gains for force feedback control with disturbance on Motor 4.
Figure 7.22: Motor 4 with sine wave distur-
bance.
Figure 7.23: Motor 1 feedback during Motor 4
disturbance
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Figure 7.24: Motor 2 feedback during Motor 4
disturbance
Figure 7.25: Center of pressure from front to
back
Figure 7.26: Center of pressure from side to
side
Figure 7.27: Motor 1 PWM and compensation
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Figure 7.28: Motor 2 PWM and compensation
The results show that Motors 1 and 2 follow the correct path and help change the COP so
that the leg stays balanced. Motor 1 has a steady state error of less than 1 degree as well as
Motor 2. The reason Motor 2’s output isn’t oscillating like the setpoint is because the error isn’t
big enough to generate a PWM to do so.
7.5.3 Test 3
Test 3 is the same as the last two but the disturbance is on Motor 3 while Motor 4 and 5
stay at their zero position. The gains for this test stayed the same as test 2.
Figure 7.29: Motor 3 with sine wave distur-
bance
Figure 7.30: Motor 1 feedback during Motor 3
disturbance
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Figure 7.31: Motor 2 feedback during Motor 3
disturbance
Figure 7.32: Center of pressure from front to
back
Figure 7.33: Center of pressure from side to
side
Figure 7.34: PWM and compensation for Mo-
tor 1
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Figure 7.35: PWM and compensation for Motor 2
As seen in figure 7.29, a high frequency sine wave was applied to Motor 3 at 30 seconds.
Since Motor 3 acts in the sagittal plane, Motor 2 was in charge of compensating this front to
back change in COP. Following the plots for Motors 1 and 2, there is very little steady state error
and the COP is controlled. The COP for front to back and side to side was controlled around
the zero point, which helped the leg balance in the upright position.
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7.5.4 Test 4
Lastly, test 4 is the same as previous tests but this time Motor 3 and 5 have a disturbance
applied to them.
Figure 7.36: Motor 5 with sine wave distur-
bance
Figure 7.37: Motor 3 with sine wave distur-
bance
Figure 7.38: Motor 1 feedback Figure 7.39: Motor 2 feedback
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Figure 7.40: PWM and compensation for Mo-
tor 1
Figure 7.41: PWM and compensation for Mo-
tor 2
Figure 7.42: Center of pressure from side to
side
Figure 7.43: Center of pressure from front to
back
Test 4 was performed to apply a disturbance in both the sagittal and lateral coordinate
frame. Motor 5 and 3 both had a sine wave applied to them, seen in figures 7.37 and 7.36. Seen
in Motor 1 feedback, are some spikes in the output. These spikes are from having a disturbance
applied to two joints causing the leg to vibrate. The important part is that the COP is around
the zero point, seen in figures 7.42 and 7.43.
7.6 No Force Feedback Control
The last experimental test performed involved measuring the COP without force feedback
control. Motors 1, 2 and 4 were set to their zero position, while Motors 3 and 5 had the sine wave
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disturbance. The reason for this test is to compare the COP with and without force feedback
control.
Figure 7.44: COP with force feedback Figure 7.45: COP with no force feedback
Figure 7.46: COP with force feedback Figure 7.47: COP with no force feedback
Figure 7.48: COP side to side comparison
Figure 7.49: COP front to back comparison
There isn’t that much change for the side to side COP because Motor 5 doesn’t have that
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big of an impact. The side to side motion shows, that there is a difference, between with and
without force feedback. Without force feedback, the COP isn’t controlled and the balance of
the leg wont be in the upright position. Figures 7.48 and 7.49 show the comparison with and
without force feedback on the same plot. Without the force feedback both front to back and side
to side are about 0.5 cm off of the center.
Chapter 8
Thesis Summary and Future Work
8.1 Summary
The understanding of research and development of a five degree of freedom robot leg has
been achieved in this thesis. From simulations to experiments, different types of theories were
used and implemented in the research of robotic manipulators.
Simulations were first conducted to understand the basic theories and gain an understand-
ing of the robotic field. Areas of interest were the DH parameters, walking generation, forward
kinematics, Newton Euler recursion, center of mass and zero moment point.
The experimental robot had two designs. Prototype One was discovered to be useless for
experimental purposes due to mechanical design errors and too high of a load current for the
motors. Mistakes from Prototype One were learned from and Prototype Two was designed.
Prototype Two was built to run the setpoint control, sine wave control, and force feedback
control. Control of the leg was achieved by using 3 microcontrollers. The controllers tested were,
proportional (P), proportional derivative (PD) and proportional integral derivative (PID).
8.2 Achievements
During the course of the thesis, many achievements were made. The early stages included
simulation design with results being obtained. The build of two prototypes were achieved. The
first prototype, Prototype One, was finished then the second prototype, Prototype Two, was
designed and built all by hand.
Many experimental tests were performed on Prototype Two. The design of the balance
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controller was implemented, achieving success in the experimental testing.
8.3 Future Work
Future work includes the redesigning of the robot leg. Designing it from a CAD program
lets you determine parameters like the inertia, link lengths and link masses that can be used in
a dynamic equation describing the manipulator.
The next step would be to add on a second leg, so that a walking trajectory can be obtained.
This will include the implementation of a new control scheme, with the support polygon being
bigger. Switching to harmonic gears will also help reduce the backlash and potentially emliminate
it.
Changing the controller would gain insight into which type of control technique would perform
better. Some other controllers to try would be fuzzy logic, adaptive, robust and neural network.
Implementing a new controller would allow for comparison, to see which type of control performed
better for specific tasks. If there is a gait cycle being implemented, a more complex controller
might perform better, than a PID.
Another idea, once there are two legs, is to have the walking trajectory generated on-line
for an uneven surface. All of the joint angle trajectories would have to be calculated on-line,
depending on what the upcoming surface behaves like. Sensors would have to be attached, to
detect the surface up ahead and generate a new path.
As for the electrical design, a more simplified design could be implemented. Having all
of the encoder signals sent to a single board, then multiplexed together and sent to a single
microcontroller, instead of using 3 microcontrollers. This would be more efficient and eliminate
the need of having two motor drive boards when a single board could be used.
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Appendix A
Simulation Diagrams
Figure A.1: Whole simulation in Simulink
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Figure A.2: Standing joint trajectory in Simulink
Figure A.3: Swinging joint trajectory in Simulink
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Figure A.4: DH parameters during standing phase
Figure A.5: DH parameters during swinging phase
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Figure A.6: Newton-Euler
Figure A.7: COM




Figure B.1: Microcontroller board 1 setup
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Figure B.2: Microcontroller board 2 setup
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Figure B.3: Microcontroller board 3 setup
Figure B.4: Motor driver boards setup
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Figure B.5: Force moment sensor setup
Figure B.6: Resistor bank
It’s important to note that there must be a common ground between all components, and the
supply voltage for the encoders is 12 to 24 volts.
